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	The Psychology of Coaching, Mentoring and Learning addresses the psychological principles upon which organizational and industrial coaching and mentoring is based. The new edition of this text is updatd with new research, taking into account the growth of positive psychology and its role in coaching and mentoring. This book is ideal for coaches, mentors, trainers, psychologists, senior executives, managers, and students with an interest in this field.
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Accelerated Silverlight 3 (Books for Professionals by Professionals)Apress, 2009
Accelerated Silverlight 3 teaches you how to get up to speed with the latest version of Silverlight quickly and efficiently. The book assumes you're already comfortable with the basics of .NET coding and with WPF and builds on your existing knowledge to make your journey to Silverlight 3 proficiency as quick and painless as possible....
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The iPod CompanionPremier Press, 2003
Are you ready for the iPod? This amazing digital music player will change your music buying and playing habits forever! A perfect match for your new iPod, The iPod Companion will guide you through the world of high quality digital sound. You'll get the tips you need to rip and import the highest quality music for your iPod while...
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Mono: A Developer's NotebookO'Reilly, 2004
This no-fluff, lab-style guide jumps right into Mono 1.0 as  you work through nearly fifty mini-projects that introduce  you to the most important and compelling aspects of the 1.0  release.  You'll learn how to acquire, install, and run Mono  on Linux, Windows, or Mac OS X.  You'll work with the  various Mono components: Gtk#, the Common Language...
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The Complete Android Guide: 3Ones3ones, Incorporated, 2011

	Google's Android operating system for phones is definitely a moving target. During the production of this book's first version, the latest Android version available on a cutting-edge phone jumped from 1.6 to 2.2. In that time, too, phones made by HTC and Motorola became exceedingly popular, and modified versions of the Android...
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ERP and Data Warehousing in Organizations: Issues and ChallengesIdea Group Publishing, 2003
Offering ERP deployment strategies for information as diverse as patient records, police and community relations, and geospatial services, this text addresses the complex issues that IT and communication technologies pose for organizations of all sizes.

The successful implementation and deployment of enterprise resource planning depends...
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WAN Survival Guide: Strategies for VPNs and Multiservice NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000
Ensure that your WAN can handle the latest technologies with this must-have strategy guide
     
     If a Wide Area Network (WAN) isn't set up properly, it won't be able to meet the needs of the applications being used in the Local Area Network (LAN). And with the emergence of new technologies such as VPNs, multi-service networks, and...
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